Motivational Speaker, Business
Performance Coach and double
Paralympic Medallist
Rapidly becoming known as one of the most inspiring motivational speakers and business coaches
around, Ian Rose is also one of Great Britain’s most successful Paralympic Judoka (a judo expert,
in other words). He was a Torchbearer and an Opening Ceremony performer for the London 2012
Paralympic Games, as well as winner of two Paralympic, five World Championship and nine
European Championship medals. Ian now focusses on motivating and inspiring others to achieve
their full potential … just as he has!

Practice makes progress to success!
Motivational Speaker
Keeping his audience captivated from the outset, Ian recounts his story of growing from a shy child,
teased for his disability, into a highly successful and motivated man. Your audience will be inspired
by his vision and drive to succeed, learning from him as he tells you how to apply his techniques
to your needs.

Corporate Coaching and Business Workshops
Ian’s coaching and business workshops help groups and individuals to achieve their goals by
using his Three Steps to Success principles: Offering three different options that all include
his Three Steps to Success motivational talk, and a number of Skype coaching sessions for
an agreed number of staff.
1. Keep it simple
2. Practice makes progression, not perfection
3. What’s in your Cup of Best?

Testimonials
“Absolutely brilliant motivator” and “Simply inspirationally outstanding”
are just two comments received from audience members at conferences
where Ian delivered his Three Steps to Success presentation.
“…We conducted feedback ourselves on the entire event and the
Ian Rose session was by far the most popular. Many comments
mentioned how good it was to have an external inspirational speaker
deliver to them, who kept them enthralled for two hours. The
experience as a whole was truly inspiring, which is exactly
what we were trying to achieve...”
Colm Langton, Training Manager, BBA Aviation
For further information, an informal chat or to book Ian,
please call 07776 292618, or visit www.ianrose.co.uk
You won’t be disappointed!

Email: ian@ianrose.co.uk
Telephone: 07776 292618
Web: www.ianrose.co.uk
Twitter: @ianrose_judo

